An investigation into blocking of filial imprinting in the chick during exposure to a compound stimulus.
The occurrence of "blocking" was investigated in jungle fowl chicks (Gallus gallus spadiceus B.) in an imprinting situation. In Experiment 1, chicks were simultaneously exposed to two stationary coloured cylinders, either two red cylinders (Group RR), a yellow and a red cylinder (YR), or two yellow cylinders (YY). After six days of exposure, the cylinders were removed from the cages and replaced by a yellow and a blue cylinder (i.e. YB) for each chick. This second phase of the experiment lasted for seven days. When the blue cylinder was presented alone during tests at different stages in Phase 2, the RR birds spent significantly more time with this cylinder and emitted fewer shrill calls than the chicks in the YR and YY groups. In Experiment 2, RR and YY birds were reared as in Experiment 1, except that in the second phase of the experiment they were exposed to a blue cylinder only. In this experiment the development of an attachment to the novel blue cylinder proceeded similarly in the RR and YY birds. In Experiment 3, it was found that chicks that were reared with a yellow and a red cylinder preferred the latter stimulus. Thus, although in the first phase of Experiment 1 the RR birds had been exposed to a more attractive stimulus, in tests during the second phase they spent more time with a novel stimulus (B) than the YY birds. These results are consistent with the suggestion that imprinting to a novel stimulus is "blocked" to some extent when that stimulus is presented in compound with another stimulus to which the animal has previously been exposed.